The Index Table accessory facilitates seamless machine tending (robotic loading & unloading) and manual loading & unloading, for the greatest productivity and throughput. This Work Station accessory cuts back on production down time while still delivering the highest quality, assembled & tested products, complete with data collection for verification and process validation. Featuring a load bearing design, the Index Table is capable of various rotation speeds to fit a wide range of applications, including heavier part assemblies.

Simple add-on accessory designed to add part loading and indexing capabilities to any Promess Work Station.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Distributed intelligence allows for easy seamless integrations
- Load-bearing design matches up with Promess EMAP presses
- Simple programmability and interface

Implement continuous operation on a Promess Work Station

Scan here to view a video of the Index Table accessory on a Promess Work Station.